
 HISTORY AND USES OF THE VERSITLE FRISBEE By Roger Urbaniak 

Walter Fred Morrison is credited with inventing the Frisbee when he brought a commercial version of 
the product to the market in 1948 with his initial partner, Warren Franscioni as a “Flyin Saucer”.   
Ancient Greeks used discs in competition plus Chinese were noted to have used discs in warfare but 
these designs were slightly different that our now patented version.  The commercial idea was 
generated by Walter and his wife after first tossing popcorn lids to each other and eventually switching 
to a metal pie plate used then by the Frisbie Pie company in Bridgeport Connecticut.  The Frisbie pie 
plate use had been popularized a few years earlier when used by college campus fraternities. Morrison 
and his commercial partner changed the metal design to polypropylene plastic and began promoting 
their “Flyin’ Saucer” in California by demonstrating them at county fairs and began selling their initial 
design for $.25 per copy.   The name of their disc was later changed to “Pluto Platters” in 1955.  

Wham-o toy company, Ed Knerr, patented the name Frisbee and began commercially marketing their 
new disc product in 1964.  They also patented a design change by Ed Hendrick, adding a lower ridge to 
help stabilize flight.   After selling over 100 million Frisbees, Wham-o sold to Mattel Toy Manufacturers.  
History shows us that over 60 toy companies now make the toy and that over 200 million have been 
sold worldwide. Recently I have seen retail prices range from $1.00 to $30.00 for specialized designs. *  

Uses of the Frisbee as a game have gone well beyond just a disc to toss back and for the in the back 
yard.  Some of the more popular games that have evolved using this magic disc include Frisbee Golf and 
Ultimate Frisbee.  Ultimate Frisbee was started in roughly 1965, quickly becoming popular at high 
schools.  Ultimate Frisbee is played similarly to football on playfields around the country with even some 
world wide competition.  Frisbee golf is gaining popularity and has ways of playing for free by 
construction of your own play area.  Frisbee tennis is also developing a following. An internet source 
references 21 kid games involving Frisbee use.    I have yet to try commercial games named Double Disc 
Court, Dodgebee, and KanJam, but since they are played with a Frisbee, I bet they are fun.  

People have found many other creative and practical repurpose uses for the Frisbee.  Some of the uses 
of the creative disc uses that I have enjoyed include the following: Camping plates, saucers for growing 
plants, pet water dish, emergency canoe paddle, storage container for beads or marbles, rain cap, disc 
for pet snow sliding, sand or snow scoop and the list goes on.  The Frisbee is easy to pack, and can add 
instant enjoyment to many outings. It is likely that you will find that as your fitness and coordination 
improve with frequent Frisbee use, a number of afflictions developed by excessive internet use and 
watching TV will become less of a problem.  Make sure that you have plenty of them on hand, both for 
your back yard and to take with you as you travel.  You may find that you acquire new friends once you 
pull one out of your luggage.  

 

 

 

• Mary Bellis article 10/12/2019.   


